Since the unit sphere S oe of h is compact under the weak* topology 1 = topology of co-ordinatewise convergence, a countably additive measure on S oe is induced by a positive linear functional E (integral) on C(S oe ), the weak* continuous real-valued functions on S oe . There exists a natural integral over S oe reducing to
£(/) =lf_ttx")dxo
when / is a function of Xo alone. The partial sums S n -S n (x) of the power series for x(f) then form a martingale and zero-or-one phenomena appear. In particular, if R(x) is the radius of convergence of the series and e is the base of the natural logarithms, it turns out that R(x) = e for almost all x in S oe . Applications of the integral to the theory of numerical integration, the original motivation, will appear in a later paper. We write < x, y > = Ylo oe x n y ny whenever the series converges. Then h = Co*, m = /i*, where * denotes the conjugate space as usual. Now the unit sphere •Soo = [x:||x||i < 1] of h is compact under the weak* topology of / x . It is well known and readily verified that the weak* topology of S oe may be identified with the topology of co-ordinatewise convergence, which is induced by the metric p(x,y) = £o°°2-w \x n -y n \/(l + \x n -y n \). Let C(S oe ) denote the Banach algebra and lattice of weak* continuous real-valued functions on S oe with ||/IL=sup|/(*)|.
xeSoo
Now the elements ej = (8 0j , 81 jt 82 j, . . .) (J = 0, 1, 2, . . .) (Kronecker delta) are just the extreme points of S oe and form a naturally ordered basis for l\. The integral we define in terms of them is similar to one defined by Banach (1) over the unit sphere of the Hilbert space / 2 , but Banach's integral is unsatisfactory in that Hilbert space admits no distinguished basis; every point on the boundary of the unit sphere is an extreme point. DEFINITION . If y is a sequence set P n y = (3/0, y\, . . ., y n , 0, 0,. .
.). A function f on a sequence space is a cylinder function of degree n if f(x) = f(P n x) {all x). Let L N denote the set of cylinder functions of degree N.
The notion of a cylinder function/ of degree n is just a precise form of the statement that/ "depends on the first n + 1 variables only." It is clear that
Consider now possible integrals on C{S oe ) which are such that
When / is in L 0 ^ C(S oe ) this reduces to the previous definition. To extend E to L 2 r\ C{SJ set
This coincides with the previous definition on L\ C\ C(5 oe ). It is clear that for / in the general L n C\ C{S oe ) we must set
Then E is well defined for all/ in L oe P\ C(S oe ), the weak* continuous cylinder functions on S oe . Moreover, it is clear that E is a positive linear functional with ||E|| = 1. Let x in S oe be arbitrary. Then
Since a continuous function on a compact metric space is uniformly continuous it follows that for every / in C(S oe ) the cylinder functions f n (x) = f{P n x) approach f{x) uniformly in x-that is, lim||/-/,|| oe = 0. 
It is convenient to introduce the notation E(J) = J s oe f(x) d E x.
The integral E may now be extended in standard fashion and induces a countably additive measure. It is clear that the above formula serves to define E for bounded Baire functions / on S oe .
Some integral formulae.
We show first that the measure is concentrated on the (strong) boundary [x:||x||i = 1] of S oe . Let
It follows by induction that THEOREM.
(K> -1). Proof.
n+j -TTJTTTJVHFÏ + ^ -> e ~ -2e + e" = 0(ra-»<»). exists for almost all x in S m and is integrable. Applying the above argument to a sequence r n î e and discarding a countable number of exceptional sets of measure 0, one for each r n , we find that R(x) > e for almost all x in S oe .
